SBPA Officials Violate Student Rights

Reasons For Rosen's Resignation Discovered

By Steven Scheer

In a stinging criticism of Dean Francis J. (Don) Connolly and two other high officials in the School of Business and Public Administration, the Baruch College Faculty Senate Committee on Academic Freedom and Responsibility found that the three had violated students' rights to academic freedom by assuming obligations legally belonging to the faculty.

The report, dated May 10, 1990, was originally distributed solely to the faculty. It concluded that Professor Harry Rosen, the Associate Dean and Barbara Lambert, at the time Director of Curricular Guidance, arbitrarily made decisions on their own concerning students' appeals. Rosen and Lambert bypassed the SBPA Standing Committee, failing to report these actions directly to the committee in accordance with established guidelines.

While Connolly was not accused of violating students' rights, Professor Donald Smith, Chair of the Department of Education, asserted that the Dean "was well aware of the situation and allowed it to happen, therefore, he has to be held responsible."

As a result, enormous numbers of students who filed requests with the CAS, which reviews student appeals on academic matters, were deprived of the legal protections offered by due process and often received harsh judgments that resulted in the termination of their college careers.

For instance, the number of students denied reinstatement totaled 371 in 1986-87 and soared to 781 in 1988-89. Even more dramatic was the increase in the so-called "B probation option," which was employed nine times in 1984-85 before Rosen and Lambert, but came to be applied to 600 students in 1988-89 (see chart).

The "B probation option" required students to maintain a 3.0 grade point average in the semesters following reinstatement. The Senate found no evidence in the minutes of the CAS that the matter of "B probation" was ever discussed.

An anonymous source in the SBPA revealed that the real reason for the excessive use of "B probation" was due to lack of funding and resources. The source said that the City University of New York, not Baruch determines how many new students are admitted, and that the way to cut down on the number of students was to raise standards. For example, the 1974-75 Undergraduate Bulletin suggested that the CAS had the authority to negotiate students' rights on its own terms, rather than those established elsewhere officially. "In any case," the Bulletin stated, "such students may be reinstated upon such terms as the appropriate CAS may impose."

In the following year's Bulletin, an important modification to the statement appeared to have relieved the CAS of the broader authority it had in

Continued on Page 6

Baruch Memo Sees
Affirmative Action
As Negative

Controversy brewing over a memo regarding affirmative action has been distributed to certain members of the faculty.

The memo, which came from Michael Wynegard, chair of the Philosophy Department, was addressed to, "Some Jewish Colleagues," and opens with, "The Jewish Faculty Association (JFA) of CUNY is troubled by the direction of the Affirmative Action Program of the University." It goes on to say, "Affirmative Action is illegitimate and undesirable when it tries to impose proscribed quotas with respect to sex and ethnic identity."

Although the memo is written with primarily discusses the misuse of affirmative action policies, others say they see different underlying messages.

"The issue relates to affirmative action being off-base and offensive," says Donald Smith, chair of the Education Department. "It goes on to say..." Wynegard contends that the memo was a draft of a possible statement regarding the City University's affirmative action policies to be made by the newly-revived Baruch Chapter of the JFA. However, the JFA chose not to adopt this proposed statement and does not express any concern regarding the memoranda.

Continued on Page 6

Rauci Walks In Bensonhurst Slay Trial

Former Baruch Student Ecstatic

By Erie Loyola

At the height of the hatred and sympathy that surrounded the Bensonhurst murder case, The Rev. Al Sharpton said, "I don't know who shot Yusuf, but the system loaded the gun."

On Tuesday, April 23 the system in the form of Justice Thomas Owens of State Supreme Court in Brooklyn dismissed the most serious conviction. The defendant, former Baruch College student Pasquale Rauci.

Trial Judge Owens, citing the evidence was insufficient to support the jury's findings, sentenced Rauci to three years probation for fourth degree weapons possession, 200 hours community service and a $500 fine. James Kohler, one of the assistant district attorneys who tried the case, said he would appeal the decision and added: "Judge Owens in the Fall of 1988, at one of the pretrial hearings, that he thought some of the cases had been over-indulged. He felt that way about it, he shouldn't have waited until after a jury trial to do something about the indictments."

Rauci, 21, was convicted on March 12 on four counts of menacing, a weapons-possession charge and three counts of unlawful imprisonment - the prosecution contented that Rauci, who faced 1 1/2 to four years on each of the counts, made the killing possible by helping Yusuf Hawkins. Rauci held a bat as the other white youths weren't. Thus, it's stated that only one

Continued on Page 7
Congratulations to our Graduates!

As our gift to you and because we know you will want your relationship with the College to continue uninterrupted, you will be receiving one year’s membership in the Baruch College Alumni Association.

We hope that you will avail yourselves of the benefits provided by the Association. These include:

- Access to Baruch College Library.
- 15% tuition discount for the Continuing Studies courses held at Baruch.
- Use of weight training room, pool and gymnasium at Baruch.
- Services of the Career Planning and Placement Office.
- Use of the Graduate Business Resource Center, including free workshops.
- Membership in chapters and affiliate groups.
- Low-cost group life insurance.
- United Buying Service.
- Invitation to the Annual Meeting.
- Receipt of alumni publications.
- 10% discount at the Baruch Bookstore and the CUNY Graduate Center’s Cafeteria.
- Participation in alumni and college events.

We look forward to your active participation.

Baruch College Alumni Association

For more information, please call the Alumni Office at (212) 397-2145.
OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, May 23, 1991 12:00pm - 2:00pm
ADMINISTRATIVE CENTER LOUNGE/3rd Floor at 135 E. 22nd St.

SUMMER 1991 SKILLS IMMERSION PROGRAM

LOOKING FOR A JUMP AHEAD IN COLLEGE?

Depending on the Skills Assessment Tests results, you may be eligible to enroll in FREE SPECIAL PROGRAMS for Continuing and Entering students at Baruch College.

Three different programs will be offered to students.

Program 1. This is a six-week program in July for Entering and Continuing students who failed the Skills Tests in May. The purpose of the program will be to help students to improve basic skills in Reading, Writing, Mathematics and Speech; and to pass the Skills Exam at the end of the Program.

Program 2. In this program mini-courses (11 day courses in Writing; and 8 day courses in Mathematics) will be offered in June, July and August for multiple-repeaters of the Skills Assessment Test. Students who failed the Skills Exam in May and have accumulated a number of college credits and face probation, debarment and reinstatement should apply to this program.

Program 3. This is a six-week program of credit-bearing courses for continuing freshmen who passed the Skills Assessment Tests. The courses offered are: History 1001; History 1010; Economics 1001; English 2100; Mathematics 2001; and Speech 1010. Most of these courses will begin in June.

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES?

You may skip some of the basic skills courses in the Fall. Eligible you will receive College credits in a required course in your core curriculum. The programs are FREE and there is NO CHARGE for textbooks or materials.

HOW CAN I ENROLL?

You may send the reply form at the bottom of this page to Elizabeth Thangaraj, Room 816, 135 E 22 Street, Baruch College, 534, 17 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10010 or call (212) 387-1118. Enrollment is limited.

SUMMER IMMERSION PROGRAM 1991

NAME: ______________________ (First) ______________________ (Last)
ADDRESS: ______________________ ______________________ (Zip Code)
PHONE NO: ( ) ________ Area Code
SOCIAL SECURITY NO.: ______________________

Please circle the program that you wish to attend:
Program 1 or 2: Math, Writing, Reading, Speech
Program 3: English, History, Economics, Speech, Mathematics
Student Rights Violated

Continued from Prior Page prior years: "A student who has been dismissed for academic reasons may appeal to the appropriate CAS for reinstatement." No longer was the right to appeal a CAS.

Even before the issuance of the Senate report, serious concern regarding the actions taken by Rosen and Lambert had come to the attention of others outside the SBPA. A week earlier Smith resigned from former President Joel Segall's Commission on Intergroup Relations, when the Commission failed to support his call for the firing of Lambert and the resignation of Rosen. Smith said he had become convinced that "the Commissions' report would not be truthful with respect to alleged acts of discrimination."

This Senate report confirmed and included findings earlier reported by the Senate's Committee on Educational Policy that the CAS delegated some of its functions and authority to its Chair and Curricular Guidance Director, a practice which had become "the law of the land" and had "led to considerable confusion with the School's By-laws."

According to Professor Virgil Bird, Chair of the Faculty Senate, both Committees held joint hearings in March 1990 at the request of Robert Friedman, a counselor in the SBPA, who called attention to "the manner in which the Committee's conduct had fallen far short of the goals set forth ... Worrying in his memo to Bird that "nothing less than the integrity of the college is at stake," Friedman charged that Rosen and Lambert took actions that violated "not only the College Governance Charter and School of Business Business Laws, but also the State Education Law pursuant to both mission and function in the City University of New York." He also cited the importance ofBaruch's status as a public institution, supported by taxpayers' money, enjoying the public trust.

The main issue debated at the Senate hearings was whether or not faculty responsibilities could be delegated. Rosen contended that there was precedent from 1976, restated in 1988, which gave permission to the Chair of the CAS to act for the Committee. But the Senate ruled that any "delegation of authority by the CAS would require the approval of the faculty of the School." No evidence was presented to the Senate that these decisions had ever submitted to the School faculty. "It's hard for me to imagine that the faculty would give away their rights to the administration," Smith said.

The faculty is clearly defined throughout the governance structure of the school, the college and the University. According to the CUNY Board of Trustees, "the faculty is primarily responsible for academic matters, including the criteria for admission and graduation of students." The rights of students and administration are similarly defined by the American Association of University Professors. "Students should have protection through orderly procedures of appeals against prejudicial or capricious academic evaluations," while "the administration of the college exists to serve the needs of the faculty and students and as an extension of the President's leadership role."

Approximately 2,000 reinstatement appeals are filed annually. Rosen claimed that the problem stemmed largely from the scarcity of resources. "Given the extraordinary demands on that office (SBPA Curricular Guidance), going beyond the CAS is sensible," Rosen said. "However, it is not optimum."

Roughly 150, or less than 10 percent of all reinstatement appeals came before the CAS each year in six or seven meetings, according to Rosen, indicating the administration's assumption of faculty committee responsibilities. Economists and Finance professor Frank Tansey places the blame on the student who, he said, "abandoned their responsibility," and "failed to do its job." If the Basic Skills Committee can hear every case in two meetings a year, Tansey, a member of that Committee, Economics and Finance professor Frank Tansey said, "The Board policy is that one case is heard at each meeting."

In April 1990, he said, "Policy had been worked out so that it was not necessary for total faculty involvement in the process," he said. The Senate determined that "concern over the burden or volume of appeals is not a justification for the administration to relieve the faculty of its professional and by-law responsibilities to hear and decide student appeals."

Previously, the Senate Committee on Academic Freedom and Responsibility recommended the "broad expansion of the CAS to reflect the needs of the Committee (CAS)."

So at issue was the CAS's failure to hold a meeting in January 1990 and its error in not announcing it to students.

Rosen and Lambert were dismissed from the College after the fall 1989 semster had ended appeals hoping to be reinstated in time for the Spring term. Without no meeting scheduled until after the semester began, students would have had to wait until Fall 1990 before being allowed to enroll Baruch. "Not holding a CAS meeting was a grievous error," Lambert added.

Responding to a rash of objections, acting Provost John McGarraghy, underadmirative from Segall, ordered that appeals must be heard immediately. Subsequently, all students who had filed for reinstatement were automatically allowed to return to the College for the Spring semester. Not everyone agrees that immediate return to the school is a good idea. Connelly said, "Board policy is that once students are dismissed, they should remain off campus."

The Dean interprets the Board's position as means that "students can be reflective of what they are doing in life and whether they are in the right discipline and college."

Segall opposed this. Stating in his plan of(sender) submitted to the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools on May 1, 1990, the President wrote, "Stopping out and part-time attendance tend to have our students lose the opportunities to have his or her appeal considered on an individual basis, taking into consideration all relevant circumstances."

Anselmo admits that the College is making an effort to make changes by having initially reassigned Lambert, and with Rosen. But Rosen's appeal is still pending. The College is really making an attempt to look at what happened and see if it could be better, Anselmo said.

Friedman concurs, adding that from the moment the Committee was asked to look into the actions of the Senate and McGarraghy responded with the fullest possible effort to fulfill these obligations," Friedman said. "I see the University as determined to let the College's ethical obligation. "We depend on Academic Freedom at all times, the University."

Not everyone agrees with the College's actions or the process which society's values emerge. The faculty has been asked to enforce ethical conduct rather than to supervises it."

Ongoing efforts persist to rectify the situation and to insure fairness and restore due process and actions. Connelly admitted there was room for improvement in the CAS. "I think what we're doing now..." he said, "is not going to necessarily solve all these problems."

"Law professor Mildred Stasky, who chaired the Senate's Committee on Academic Freedom and Responsibility at the time the report was issued, and who now chairs the CAS Committee, expressed her concern for the problems of the appeals process, stating she is continuing to monitor the procedures of the CAS," she said.

Rosen resigned his position in February 1991 but is currently on sabbatical leave from the Management department.

While it is considered to be more or less the exact reason for Lambert's reassignment to the SBPA Office of Computing, Connelly explained that the situation "made it difficult, and then impossible for me to do my job." Both Rosen and Lambert insist that their new statuses are unrelated to the conclusions of the Senate reports.

David Danenbermen is a junior, and the Curricular Guidance position at the present time is being filled by Maria Benedetto.
Tots Obtain New Daycare Center

By Tom Baby

Baruch's daycare center, The Louis Schenck-Early Learning Center is set to undergo a transformation under the new administration of President Joel Segall. Construction of the New York Public Library's new center is expected to begin within the next few months. The center will be located on 19th Street and 6th Avenue. The facility will accommodate about 35 children and will be staffed by experienced educators.

Affirmative Action

Continued from Front Page

At the same time, it is important to make sure that the best qualified candidates be hired and be the overriding factor in all appointments and promotions. It will be important to develop a merit-based system that rewards excellence and performance.

Those who have read the foregoing statement, and have been appointed to the Board of Trustees, are to be commended for their efforts to make Baruch College one of the best institutions in the country. It is my hope that the Board of Trustees will continue to support the administration in its efforts to improve the quality of education at Baruch College.

Rauci Verdict Dismisses Prosecutor

Continued from Front Page

When all is said and done, the reasons why this case was disposed of in the manner that it was remain unclear. The Court's decision to dismiss the case was based on a finding of non-compliance with state law and procedural errors that were made by the prosecution.

The Court's decision to dismiss the case is based on a finding of non-compliance with state law and procedural errors that were made by the prosecution.

Rauci Verdict Dismisses Prosecutor

Continued from Front Page

Rauci Verdict Dismisses Prosecutor

Continued from...
Baruch Goes On Vacation

Send a 3x5 colorprint with your name and location of the picture attached to:

Baruch Goes On Vacation
Baruch College Student Activities Center
17 Lexington Avenue, Box 541
New York, NY 10010-5595

Photos will be displayed in the Student Activities Center in the Fall and will not be returned.

No purchase necessary. Entries by Baruch College employees and their families are permitted. There are absolutely no prizes. Your mileage may vary. This is not a contest or offering which can be made by prospectus only. Void where prohibited by law.

Top Four Ticker Notes - 9

Dean's Office Investigates Sex Incident

Spring 1990

DSG Poster Machine Breaks Down

Fall 1990

Club Party Ends With A Bang

Spring 1991

Jewish Clubs Merge

May 8, 1991 — Ticker Notes
CUNY TAKES OVER STUDENT CENTER

By Elyse Lopez

May 5, 1991

A story of the Albany trip was run on the front pages of the May 5, 1991, issue of the New York Times. The article was about the Albany trip and how the students were able to meet with legislative leaders. The article also mentions the student center protest and the takeover of the student center.

Baruch Students Take Over State Tech Center

By Elyse Lopez

May 5, 1991

The article is about the takeover of the State Tech Center by Baruch students. The students were protesting the Governor's budget cuts and the closing of the student center. The article mentions the student center protest and the takeover of the student center.

Joyce F. Brown: 8 Questions

By Elyse Lopez

May 5, 1991

An article about Joyce F. Brown, the acting president for Baruch College. The article mentions the budget cuts and the closure of the student center. The article also mentions the student center protest and the takeover of the student center.

The students at Baruch College protesting the Governor's budget cuts and the closure of the student center.
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The St. Louis Perspective

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times.

By Richard L. Fordyce

The newspaper philosopher (Op-Ed columnist) "thought of the ordinary man in the crowd" as the "figure of feeling." What would he make of the St. Louis perspective? Fordyce's thought experiment of a man standing in a crowd is useful here. This is the idea that the problem lies not with the crowd but with the man himself. The man questions the role of the newspaper in society and asks whether the newspaper should be a voice for the people. Fordyce's philosophy is that the newspaper should be a voice of reason and responsibility.

Quote of the Fortnight

"Connelly was well aware of the situation and allowed it to happen, therefore, he has to be held responsible." - Loyal Jones, treasurer of the DSBB

Fieldston's seventeen-acre campus is the setting for the DSBB's annual meeting, which is attended by all members of the school community. The meeting is held in the DSBB's annual meeting hall, where members of the school community have the opportunity to discuss issues of concern and make suggestions for improvement. The meeting is open to all members of the school community, and it is an opportunity for members to come together and share their ideas.

Fieldston's seventeen-acre campus is the setting for the DSBB's annual meeting, which is attended by all members of the school community. The meeting is held in the DSBB's annual meeting hall, where members of the school community have the opportunity to discuss issues of concern and make suggestions for improvement. The meeting is open to all members of the school community, and it is an opportunity for members to come together and share their ideas.

"It didn't cause any major catastrophe." - Donald Smith, chair of the department of Education on the subject of the DSBB

The The Ticker is published on the 1st and 15th of each month, and it is delivered by the school newspaper to the students. The newspaper is published by the students, and it is a valuable source of information about the school. The newspaper is a valuable source of information about the school, and it is a valuable source of information about the school.
In Favor Of Middle States

By Angelique Robertson

As I read all of the Spring 1991 Tickler issues, I realized that there hadn't been any articles written about Baruch vs. Middle States. In fact, the Fall 1990 Tickler issues of the Tickler had been largely unoccupied by articles or editorials. Concerned, I spoke to the Editor-in-Chief, Tony Calvillo, the information that not only had there not been any articles or editorials since this time, but that there had been a significant downturn in student engagement with the Tickler. The Tickler, as a student-run publication, is reliant on student engagement to stay relevant. Therefore, I decided to write an article to bring attention to what I believe is a significant issue for students at Baruch.

Middle States is a governmental agency that accredits educational institutions, including those in New York City. The Tickler's focus is on issues relevant to Baruch students, and I believe that the accreditation process is a significant issue for students because it affects their ability to transfer credits and ultimately their ability to graduate on time.

The Middle States Commission on Higher Education is responsible for ensuring that educational institutions meet certain standards. These standards include educational content, faculty qualifications, and student outcomes. The Tickler's article highlights a concern that Baruch students may not meet these standards, which could affect their ability to transfer credits and graduate on time.

I hope that this article brings attention to this issue and encourages students to engage with the Tickler and other student-run publications to discuss important issues that affect their academic experience.
HEAR YE! HEAR YE!
THE TICKER IS HAVING IT'S SEMI-ANNUAL END OF SEMESTER PARTY

Student Center Rm. 301F
Tuesday, May 14, 1991
5:00pm - 10:00pm
All Are Welcome

Refreshments will be served
perspectives

Rosemari Mealy Speaks on Diaspora

By Selphine Phillips

The African Student Association and the Harlem racist were in March to present speaker Rosemari Mealy, a Distinguished African American Award recipient, educator, artist, and poet of "The Monday Morning Show" on WBAI Pacifica Radio. The topic was "Women of Color in the Diaspora.

Dr. Janis Howard, Chairwoman of the Sociology Department introduced Mealy to professor's Faculty students, and guests. According to Dr. Howard, Rosemari Mealy has travelled to Israel and Canada, and is very active in the areas for the African American. She brought home the need to have the voice on the New York Public Library on the analysis of the Harlem community, focusing on the Harlem Renaissance and then moving into the 1980s. She, being a woman about dedicated to education for all levels, to women of all ages, to women of color, and to women whose path art who will need the information that she will have gone and presented," said Dr. Howard.

Rosemari Mealy told the captivated audience that of the people who have been to a part of the people, and the the experience processes are all rooted in her childhood experiences.

According to Mealy writing from this perspective has also been very painful and difficult. "Because, as an African woman I have always been to approach themes that not only extreme poetry in the black perspective, but also poetry and ideology the nature of the character. The sound and sense shape of the poem, the structure, and design, but most importantly all of this has to be viewed in the context of the finished poem," said Mealy. "When you look alone you is going to look to it from the viewpoint of the poem and as self-reflection.

Mealy began writing seriously after the emotionally charged period in the Black hunger cultural arts movement 40's. Referring to the time that writing was a way to express his thoughts and to continue the political consciousness in the African American. However, she was forced to realize that many in the movement saw the Black theater as a stepping stone to Hollywood, and these were her designs.

Mealy found herself with groups like the Black Economic Development Conference, and in the early 1980's joined the Black Panther Party, where she wrote their materials. Afterward she worked with the Third World Newsreel making a reality with Cuba. Also working with the African American Oral History Project, and finally she joined an organization that had an explicit ideological political line.

An International News Agency Covering the Persian Gulf War

By Great Lasansky

The Baruch College Journalism Lab,(rgb:229,120,77), sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities, "The Black Economic Development Conference," Five international news agencies, spoke on their presentations of the Persian Gulf War. Mealy, an expert in international news, gave the lecture on the dynamic perspective on the news coverage of the Persian Gulf War, and the importance of the language of war correspondents.

The Baruch College Journalism Lab, rgb:229,120,77, sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities, "The Black Economic Development Conference," Five international news agencies, spoke on their presentations of the Persian Gulf War. Mealy, an expert in international news, gave the lecture on the dynamic perspective on the news coverage of the Persian Gulf War, and the importance of the language of war correspondents.

According to Mealy that later pieces which were often inspired and greatly influenced by her experiences being lived in Cuba. From 1989 to spring of 1990 she lived in Havana and worked with the Hurricanes, a design for the Cuban Revolution. She didn't know when she had to deal with the rumble in this country, but that's where the political that she wanted to be a part of the revolution and she was there during the revolutionary activities she was on the First National Division sept 15th in Iraq with the goal of detouring the regime of Saddam Hussein. In any case, Mealy didn't want to show that there was a break down of law and order, but, he says, if there had been a breakdown of law and order, they would have stolen all the violence.

On the other hand, after the fighting subsided, the correspondents were仿真 "dehumanized" for the GNN and one western correspondent. Iran issued back 12 correspondents, and the United States switched. The media was given to returning to sending correspondents and acting as part of their propaganda machine.

According to Mealy, however, "we have to stop pretending that there is a valid side of the story.

Wil McNamee, president of the Five American Division in the Cuban Revolution, spoke on the majority of problems in news stories rather than correspondents. Photographers were asked to take two or three days to get back to the main media. "By then it was over," says McNamee. The result of the failure due to the conditions and personnel damage caused. The possibility of this means of by writing about the war.

Debunks, however, believes we cannot propogate the same side, a valid side of the story.

On the other hand, after the fighting subsided, the correspondents were仿真 "dehumanized" for the GNN and one western correspondent. Iran issued back 12 correspondents, and the United States switched. The media was given to returning to sending correspondents and acting as part of their propaganda machine.

Debunks, however, believes we cannot propogate the same side, a valid side of the story.

Debunks, however, believes we cannot propogate the same side, a valid side of the story.
The tale of Frank Castle's attempt to destroy crime is contained in The Punisher, a game that has been released by Irem. The graphics are realistic, the story is compelling, and the game is challenging. You can choose to be tough or buy weapons, make treaties or battle it out. You'll be waiting with baited breath for next semester's first pages long, little else needs to be said. While the advent of video games like this is overdue, there's a lot of excitement surrounding the game, don't let it go off your radar.

James Warhol Steps Out From Behind The Shadows

By Tom Colville

Thirty-five-year-old artist James Warhol steps out from behind the shadows of his previous works to take center stage. His latest piece, Warhol's Dream, is a science fiction illustration. Blue blood runs through his veins, and his expression is that of a distant planet, Earth in the future. Warhol's painting depicts a young girl, dressed in a futuristic suit, standing on a reptile. The girl is depicted as a symbol of hope and the future. The painting is an exploration of the human condition in a, potentially, sci-fi world. It's a testament to the artist's ability to capture the essence of a moment in time through art.

James Warhol has been a fixture in the art world for many years. He has exhibited his work in numerous galleries and has been featured in several publications. His latest work, Warhol's Dream, is his most ambitious project yet. It's a searing portrait of a young girl and her journey through a dystopian future. The painting is a powerful reminder that even in the most oppressive societies, there is always hope for a better tomorrow.

Spectacular Lights Available Free

State-of-the-Art Sound System
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- Office Parties
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TODAY ONLY!!
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Don't call Penn & Teller

You can't substitute whimsical change written into a toy. How many Rufus

Penn & Teller are some people who could be in jail.

They're hilariously bizarre.
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James Warhol Crusin' To Hoop Car.

James Warhol steps out from behind the shadows. His latest piece, Warhol's Dream, is a science fiction illustration. Blue blood runs through his veins, and his expression is that of a distant planet, Earth in the future. Warhol's painting depicts a young girl, dressed in a futuristic suit, standing on a reptile. The girl is depicted as a symbol of hope and the future. The painting is an exploration of the human condition in a, potentially, sci-fi world. It's a testament to the artist's ability to capture the essence of a moment in time through art.

James Warhol has been a fixture in the art world for many years. He has exhibited his work in numerous galleries and has been featured in several publications. His latest work, Warhol's Dream, is his most ambitious project yet. It's a searing portrait of a young girl and her journey through a dystopian future. The painting is a powerful reminder that even in the most oppressive societies, there is always hope for a better tomorrow.
Mealy
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Africans. The fact that she is now black has made her more aware of the racism and discrimination she has faced. "I felt that the only way to fight back was to try to make people understand that what happened to us was not just a personal tragedy, but a systemic one."

The market was full of rumors, says Aliferis. Traders reacted to unconfirmed reports, which sent prices fluctuating every time there was talk of suicide attacks by Syrian Arabs. Another rumor Aliferis pointed out had to do with a Libyan air attack on the merchant carrier JFF. The market, he says, "had its price at the time about 40 miles of the coast of Northern Syria. Aliferis ended up running a very tight system to track the market's trend."

The market was full of rumors, says Aliferis. Traders reacted to unconfirmed reports, which sent prices fluctuating every time there was talk of suicide attacks by Syrian Arabs. Another rumor Aliferis pointed out had to do with a Libyan air attack on the merchant carrier JFF. The market, he says, "had its price at the time about 40 miles of the coast of Northern Syria. Aliferis ended up running a very tight system to track the market's trend."

THE TICKER WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE ALL THE GRADUATES.
GOOD LUCK ON YOUR FINALS AND HAVE A HAPPY AND SAFE SUMMER TO EVERYONE ELSE.

The Ticker: Still the Best.

Gulf War Coverage

Continued from Page 21

Africans by being written down, because not valuing what is yours unless we do it, Black men may not have their place of work and how we grew up, the poverty we survived, our marriages that broke us, the children we have to feed ourselves at the place of work and how we got our education despite great odds. All these things need to be written down, because unless we do, Black writing is impossible, some may even read and understand. Historians, too, I think, the authentic voice of the Black woman belongs to the Black women's experience.

Africans in their homeland. She hopes that when the students, faculty and guests raise young girls to the Black men, white women, in the way we grew up, the poverty we survived, our marriages that broke us, the children we have to feed ourselves at the place of work and how we got our education despite great odds. All these things need to be written down, because unless we do, Black writing is impossible, some may even read and understand. Historians, too, I think, the authentic voice of the Black woman belongs to the Black women's experience.

Africans in their homeland. She hopes that when the students, faculty and guests raise young girls to the Black men, white women, in the way we grew up, the poverty we survived, our marriages that broke us, the children we have to feed ourselves at the place of work and how we got our education despite great odds. All these things need to be written down, because unless we do, Black writing is impossible, some may even read and understand. Historians, too, I think, the authentic voice of the Black woman belongs to the Black women's experience.
Baruch Library Expands HyperMedia

By lamontshanes Parks

Last spring, they tested its research potential on one of Baruch’s marketing classes. They also designed a study for a third-year student in mathematics to assist them in using literature more effectively. In the summer, they exhibited it at a conference held by the MacAdam (MacAdam) conference of the Rochester Institute of Technology.

The HyperMedia project, a library research databaseembryonic stage with the creative use of the Apple Macintosh computer, was designed to help students locate information on specific topics. The creative use of the Apple Macintosh computer, which was used in the study, is very effective in a business-oriented setting, as it provides instruction in an area that students are not familiar with. In this case, it is the process of creating and using HyperMedia programs.

In the summer, they exhibited it at a conference held by the MacAdam (MacAdam) conference of the Rochester Institute of Technology.

In the fall, the student exhibited it at a conference held by the MacAdam (MacAdam) conference of the Rochester Institute of Technology.

In the fall, the student exhibited it at a conference held by the MacAdam (MacAdam) conference of the Rochester Institute of Technology.

They also demonstrated the software to the college staff, who were able to use the HyperMedia programs to locate information on specific topics. The student also exhibited it at a conference held by the MacAdam (MacAdam) conference of the Rochester Institute of Technology.
Check Your Ego At The Door!

By Kendy John

The atmosphere was electric, the crowd was at full capacity, and the air was thick with anticipation. It was a Caribbean event, a melting pot of cultures and eras, and the tension was palpable. The audience was there for an iconic performance, and the anticipation was mounting.

For more information contact
Adwell Audiovisual
Ask for the College Desk  516/485-7107

THE FIRST LASERWRITER THAT FITS IN YOUR WALLET.

Now you can get impressive, professional-looking documents without having to wait in long lines to use the laser printer over at the computer lab.

The Personal LaserWriter II printer is the most affordable Apple LaserWriter ever. It has built into it. Not just the power to let you produce crisp text and rich, high-definition graphics at a rate of up to four pages per minute.

And, perhaps best of all, it's from Apple - designed so you now can get everything out of a Macintosh computer that Apple built into it. Not just the power, but the best of your power.

For more information contact
Adwell Audiovisual
Ask for the College Desk  516/485-7107

Pygmalion With A French Accent

La Premsse Nikita, Surrang Anne Perildil, Jean-Huges Anglade, Tobey Kary & 

Casting: By Kenley John
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Indie Girls have added楼 some of the bands they are

with all Dead covers. seven opened up shows for the Dead during the 80s and 90s. "You haven't lived till you've seen a show with the Dead."-

Young bassist from the band says that they have their unique sound into the Dead classics. The noticeable difference between this version and the original is in the bass and darker edge to the sound. Midnight Oil added some emotional content to the sound. "They would have thought that it'd be different in their image."
The best cover on the album has to be the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil's "Flame Trees" captures the true spirit of the Dead with a more clear and precise sound. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named thesong Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu also has a more mellow version of the classic song. Midnight Oil named the song Deja Vu. Midnight Oil has a number of covers on this album. Some notable examples are the song California Dreamin' which was named by the band. The song also has a great deal of '60s influence. Midnight Oil's version of the classic song is a more mellow and relaxed version of the original. The influence is clearly on the song. Deja Vu a
Economy and Business

Paving The Way For High Definition Television

By Aasish Vaidya

REBO Studio, located at 530 West 25 St., is a production and new media company, and is the international leader in the development of high-definition television (HDTV) programming, technology and services.

In 1986, REBO became the first U.S. company to own and use HDVT — a wide-screen electronic transmission and recording format that depicts each digital frame without any deterioration while at the same time bringing the image to the viewer in a format associated with video. As soon as REBO began using HDVT, they began to define and expand its potential. The REBO system has proven to be a benchmark in the industry as hardware development.

Today, REBO may be best known for its pioneering work in HDVT, its technology and applications. But they have always been committed to realizing their dreams for five years in the mid-1970's, REBO Studio became one of the first facilities to use video in many of the same ways in which film has traditionally been considered. REBO's use of memory style programming, computer based production and post production techniques forward, REBO Studio has established itself as a potential and expanded technology.

The following is an excerpt from a recent interview with Michael Dambra, vice president of sales and marketing.

The Ticker: What is high-definition television?

Mr. HDVT president, Michael Dambra: It is an electronic imaging format that is dramatically different from the current broadcast system, which is currently the standard for video and film production. It is also a larger system that has higher video and resolution than NTSC. It has 1128 lines of resolution and creates 400 images per second. The higher resolution and numerically encoded images per second create a much more life-like image than is currently available on any broadcast medium.

The Ticker: Why not have a new technology cycle is in full swing, or is it still in its research and development stage?

Mr. HDVT president, Michael Dambra: In terms of product life cycle, we at REBO have been working with HDVT for over six years, as we are very keen on it. We have already second generation HDVT equipment which will digitalize at this point. We are currently working in making and selling HDVT equipment, which is currently the way to go.

Mr. HDVT president, Michael Dambra: The technology is not yet available only in the corporate arena, and HDVT will expand its potential, with the development of HDVT equipment available in the market. The European market, for example, is very strong in terms of HDVT equipment and buy the product.

Mr. HDVT president, Michael Dambra: Well, we were the first in Japan to develop the 1125-60 system. But once competition develops, the key players will be Toshiba, Sony, Panasonic and Seiko. In fact, the U.S. will be more stronger in terms of broadcast capabilities than in terms of production capabilities.

The Ticker: What is the future of HDVT? Do you think it will ever arrive or will it be a flop?

Mr. HDVT president, Michael Dambra: Well, as stated earlier, HDVT is the only company currently that has a line of HDVT equipment available. They have developed the 1125-60 system, which is already in use in Japan. They are the key players to watch in the future.

Mr. HDVT president, Michael Dambra: It is a fact that the U.S. will be more stronger in terms of broadcast capabilities than in terms of production capabilities.

Book Review

Rebirth of the Corporation

by D. Quinn Mills

320 pp. John Wiley & Sons, $24.95

By Hamilton L. Reuss

The emergence of a corporate structure which can increase levels of productivity for the whole world, as well as create an entirely new system of operations, is proposed by D. Quinn Mills. Reuss, a leader in the development of the cluster organization and the demystifying of the concept of international business, is the author.

The hierarchical structure of the cluster organization, a form of study in international business, aims to create the cluster organization in an entirely new way. The cluster organization is the key to future market success. The cluster organization is the key to creating a successful corporation.

In serving most organizational and governmental charts, the cluster organization is the key to creating a successful corporation. As soon as we understand what Mills proposes that every company is adept at taking the corporation and be able to understand how the corporation can be adapted to the changing world and the corporation that will provide greater involvement for workers.

Mr. Dambra believes that the cluster organization is the same. Even the most rigid structures of these multinational conglomerates are expatriates in their own country. Mills believes that the corporation is the key to the changing world and the corporation that will provide greater involvement for workers.

Mr. Dambra believes that the corporation is the key to the changing world and the corporation that will provide greater involvement for workers. By using such concepts of the corporation as well as adapts it to the changing world and the corporation that will provide greater involvement for workers.

Mr. Dambra believes that the corporation is the key to the changing world and the corporation that will provide greater involvement for workers. By using such concepts of the corporation as well as adapts it to the changing world and the corporation that will provide greater involvement for workers.
Baruch Baseball Team Wins Four In A Row

By David A. Amir

After breaking the long losing streak against Stony Brook, Baruch went on win the next three games. That game winning streak was the biggest highlight of the season.

Baruch started the mini-streak by beating Brooklyn 13-4 in the opener. Baruch was held hitless in that game. Coach Cheng says that the Baruch players were able to hit the pitcher better.

In the next two games Baruch could not have two wins in a row because they couldn't come up with four runs. They lost the second game 9-3 to the scheduler. Baruch was held hitless in that game.

In the last two games Baruch could have lost two games in a row because they couldn't come up with four runs. They lost the second game 9-3 to a sparer. Baruch was held hitless in that game. Coach Cheng says that the Baruch players were able to hit the pitcher better.

Baruch then won two games against the Boston University. Baruch was hitless in that game.

Baruch started the mini-streak by beating Stony Brook. Baruch was held hitless in that game. Coach Cheng says that the Baruch players were able to hit the pitcher better.

The Baruch players were able to hit the pitcher better. Coach Cheng says that the Baruch players were able to hit the pitcher better.

The Baruch players were able to hit the pitcher better. Coach Cheng says that the Baruch players were able to hit the pitcher better.

The Baruch players were able to hit the pitcher better. Coach Cheng says that the Baruch players were able to hit the pitcher better.
ACCR\'ED\'TA\'1ON

DEFERRED

Recent reports in the New York Times and the Washington Post note that The Middle States Association, the accrediting bureau which conducted a review at Baruch College last year has had their authorization delayed pending review. The Middle States Association brought Baruch into the national spotlight when they deferred its accreditation in March 1990. They identified a paucity of minority faculty and a poor retention rate of minority students as two key components for their decision. After submission of a plan of action detailing steps to be taken to improve this situation, by the Baruch administrators, the accreditation was approved in June.

There was, and continues to be, some significant fall-out from the entire episode. President Joel Segall resigned citing personal reasons, the post of Vice-President for Student Development was created, the affirmative action office was beefed-up and a new emphasis was given to the hiring of more people of color, particularly in the School of Business.

Middle States is being taken to task, at the federal level, for their attempts to make colleges and universities accountable not only for their academic out-put, quality of faculty, library offerings and so on, but also for a commitment to diversity. The new secretary of education, Lamar Alexander, notes that he has reservations about an accrediting association taking the diversity of college's faculty and student population into account. This is a tougher stance than that adopted by the former Secretary, who was of Hispanic descent. Mr. Alexander believes that such "prescriptions of racial and gender balances could undermine academic freedom, threaten distinctive colleges and create racial hiring quotas." He went on to say, "In light of the enormous variety among colleges and universities in this country, should a regional accrediting agency dictate to institutions whether or how they should balance their students, faculty... by race, ethnicity, gender or age?"

This attitude is in keeping with the tone of the Bush administration and reflects the recent decision which prohibits the awarding of federal funds to colleges which set-aside scholarship aid for minority students. It is also interesting that this determined effort is being undertaken by Mr. Lamar, when the former Secretary was seemingly forced out because he wouldn't rubber stamp these aggressive policies.

It is patently clear that Middle States policy does not dictate racial balance. In fact they are trying to balance a key component of the college: a component as important as its libraries. There is no question that there is a need for more faculty of color, nor is there any doubt that the retention of students of color is a significant problem. Baruch is smack in the middle of a very diverse social environment, and the entire college should reflect this fact. The time is long overdue for universities to be held accountable in this regard, particularly a university with the mission of CUNY. This goes back to the catch phrase of a "level playing field" that President Bush spoke so eloquently about in his national address earlier this year. Minorities are simply seeking some equality, why is it so unjust to have it in our college system.

BOAT PARTY

Formerly known as the Senior Bash

OPEN BAR

Open to the whole Baruch community!

Friday, May 24, 1991
6pm--11pm
$40 per person*

Tickets are available at the
- Student Center Information Booth, 137 E. 22nd Street
- ESSA Office, 26th Street room 509

*Cash or money order only

This is what you have all been waiting for. Enjoy a delicious dinner aboard the Spirit of New York, and then dance the night away to the music of our live band or our DJ. Then sit back, if you want, and enjoy the view as we cruise around the Hudson. This will definitely be a night to remember.
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